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control the actions of the Pope, though he regarded him as
his subordinate. He did, indeed, induce John XIX to sum-
mon a synod at the Lateran, but solely with the aim of
settling disputes which might lead to disorder: the pre-
cedence of Milan over Ravenna was proclaimed, and also
the subjection of the see of Grado (and therefore of Venice)
to the patriarchate of Aquileia. He was naturally not
inclined to encourage the Pope, as Henry II had done, to
take the lead in Church reform. He was not moved by
the degradation into which the Papacy was gradually sinking,
and he made no attempt to interfere in the election after
John XIX's death in 1033, when John's worthless nephew
Benedict IX became Pope.
Acquisition        The imperial coronation had been attended by Rudolf
of the	jij of Burgundy, who had been induced by Gisela to recognise
Conrad as his heir. Ernest of Suabia after two more revolts
was killed in battle in 1030, and his duchy passed to his
brother Herman, who was continuously loyal. When Rudolf
himself died in 1032, Odo of Blois was Conrad's only rival
for the succession; and as Conrad was engaged with Polish
affairs at the time, Odo managed to effect a temporary
occupation of Burgundy. Within two years, however, his
resistance was overcome. Conrad was crowned king, received
the adhesion of the Burgundian nobles, and thus Burgundy
was at last definitely attached to the German Crown. It
brought prestige to the king of Germany, and it ensured his
control of all the passes into Italy; but it was a kingdom
in name only, geographical and political conditions alike
preventing any real unity. The king's authority over it was
often merely nominal; because of Italy, not for its own sake,
it was important to him.
Recovery of       ^ £ar more valuable success was won in south-eastern
authority in Europe, where Henry II had experienced his chief failure.
Poland        During the interval between his two visits to Italy, Conrad's
attention was mainly occupied in this quarter, and at the
outset he was greatly favoured by fortune.   For in 1025
Boleslav the Mighty died, and in Poland, as its chronicler
says, " the golden age was converted into one of lead."   His
second son, Mesco, who assumed the power and the title of
king at the expense of his elder brother, had the ambition
of his father without the talent.   Disrpcrnrrlmo' th<>

